
This is only a sample of the more common items we supply. 

 Gauge glasses:- glasses, cones, packing, gaskets, protectors & complete assemblies. 

 Boiler doors:- complete doors & gaskets (TOPOG-E, Blue-Max, Black-Max, spiral wound). 

 Lagging & cladding:- pipe insulation, boiler matting, cladding sheets, tape & valve jackets. 

 Tape & rope:- glass or ceramic, soft round rope, hard square rope, plain or ladder tape. 

 Gaskets:- ring, full face or sheet material (Klinger, Novus, Beldam and spiral wound). 

 Refractory:- fire bricks, mouldable refractory, rear access plugs, cement. 

 Level controls:- spares & complete assemblies for Gestra, Mobrey, Shaw and Spirax.  

 Valve packing:- graphite, PTFE and fibre. 

 Sight glasses:- glasses, gaskets & complete assemblies. 

 Engineering supplies:- nuts, bolts, studs and flanges. 

 Consumables:- WD-40, anti-seize, grease, PTFE tape. 

 Tools:- Tube brushes & cleaning machines, vacuum cleaners. 
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Steam Boiler Annual Insurance Inspection 

We provide a comprehensive range of spare parts and consumable 

materials for the annual insurance boiler strip.  From single items to 

complete sets of overhaul spares, we supply everything with a fast, 

friendly and efficient service, with no minimum order charges. 

 

Where the equipment is beyond servicing, we can supply complete 

replacement parts and assemblies.  This extends to most items on the 

boiler and within the boilerhouse in general and includes, amongst 

other things, all types and makes of valves, steam traps, controls and 

instrumentation. 

 

Whatever your requirements are, no matter how big or small, we can 

help with them all. 

 

The right product, at the right time, at the right price. 

Not only do we supply new pressure gauges for boilers, pipelines and ancillary equipment, 

but we can also calibrate your existing gauges.   

A calibration certificate traceable to National Standards can be issued if required. 


